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The LaneAxis Direct Freight Network
LaneAxis is the industry's first BROKERLESS Direct Freight Network. Carriers and Shippers can now "connect” to one another to
establish direct relationships and long-term freight shipment opportunities.

Shippers:
Regain Control & Reduce
Transportation Costs

Be a part of

Millions
of network
connections

Managing a wide network of independent truckers has
always been time and cost-prohibitive - until now.
The LaneAxis Network arms you with all the tools you
need to directly connect with qualified Carriers when &
where you need them - and virtually automates the
shipment management process from A-Z.

Activate Shipper Account Now

Shipper Benefits

Direct Connection

Contractual Control

Send, receive and accept unlimited Carrier
connection requests for free.

Carrier must accept Shipper’s contract,
including option to list Shipper on Carrier’s
Insurance certificate.

Load Management

Delivery and Payment

FreightVISION provides real-time tracking
beginning prior-to-pickup, e-docs, in-app
messaging, instantly archived load history.

Shipper payment to Carrier held in escrow
and not released until completion of 24-hour
dispute window following Proof of Delivery.

Rate Negotiations
Negotiate with specific Carriers or broadcast
a shipment to entire Network for bidding.
Shippers have the final say and control over
their freight.

Full Integration Options
From front-end TMS systems to backend
accounting systems and more.

Invite a Carrier
Millions of independent drivers are ready and
able to haul your loads today.
Start connecting now to create your own
personal Carrier Direct Network powered by
LaneAxis’ patented processes.

Get a Free Demo
Intrigued? Contact us to view a demo of the first “BROKERLESS”
Shipper-to-Carrier Direct Freight Network. Gain a better
understanding of how we're eliminating the need for costly and
inefficient intermediaries, as well as providing automated realtime shipment management from prior-to-pickup through proof-ofdelivery & settlement.

Activate Shipper Account

Connect with us

Visit our website for more information
www.laneaxis.com

Request a Demo

